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7.7 More a river than a thing - WMtE part7 

It seemed to us that our project was flourishing: 4 gatherings in 2009 and a 
next one planned in January of 2010. We really felt we were on to 
something! We started talking about Women Moving the Edge as a 
separate being, just as we had talked about the CircleBeing. I have 
already mentioned that trying to ‘define’ something is just a habit of our 
minds trained to see reality as a collection of separate elements. Soon 
enough we stopped thinking in terms of so-called beings, while 
nevertheless retaining the notion that we can share an awareness of 
potential and resonate with a collective calling, either in a circle of 
colleagues or in and for a project itself. 

Through the diversity of participants in the different gatherings, we learned 
a lot about the practice and the power of witnessing. “Meeting people 
where they are and moving the edge while we can." These gatherings 
didn't always go the same way, didn't always achieve the depth we liked 
so much – or were attached to? I started to see the whole project as a little 
stream, meandering its own path. Every gathering was like a flat 
environment where the stream could overflow beyond its previous 
boundaries, and afterwards the water trickled back between the banks of 
the main river. Through these floods the stream was fed by the diversity of 
women present, in a continuous widening and constant reflection. Without 
this, there was a real danger that the few of us who were present most of 
the time and wanted to be in that generative space would circle back on 
ourselves and get trapped and rigid in our practice. 

We began talking about having regular calls, or coming together regularly 
locally… but none of those ideas materialised. This was probably because 
such activities were not part of the action research project; it was more 
about a longing or a need for continued contact and interaction felt by 
some. 
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As good Art of Hosting practitioners, we sensed it was time to start 
harvesting the learning from our previous period. We started a series of 
‘book calls’, wondering how our practice of collective presencing could 
be used to manifest the book now before you. We came in for another 
learning that we couldn’t ‘make it happen’ and had to listen for right 
timing. As ever, we could take only the next, minimal, elegant step, and yet 
the calls were absolutely precious as we were articulating and languaging 
our deeper understanding of what this whole practice was about. Much of 
what was spoken then is part of what you are reading here! 

Through all these experiences, we started to see that our practice was not 
just about collective sourcing – important as that is – but also about right 
timing and right relationship with place. That is when we started to use the 
term Collective Presencing, for both the book and its related website. 

At this juncture, the universe stepped in, in the guise of Kosmos Journal, 
inviting us to write about our experiences and findings for publication in the 
Journal. The seeds for this had been laid a few years previously in a 
conversation between Judy, Ria, Nancy Roof (editor-in-chief of Kosmos) 
and Helen, who had already written some other articles for the journal.  A 
first article appeared in the Spring-summer 2012 issue.
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